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ABSTRACT 

 

Development of Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) using Suspension 

Plasma Spray 

 

Hani Jazaerli 

 

Ice accumulation on aerodynamic surfaces of aircrafts is one of the major threats facing 

aerospace companies. A potential solution to alleviate the problems caused by aircraft icing is the 

development of a slippery surface that can delay ice build-up and facilitate its removal. Using 

suspension plasma spraying of submicron-sized TiO2 feedstock particles, a porous microstructure 

has been developed which comprises pillars approximately 200 µm in height. These surfaces can 

be impregnated using various lubricating liquids/oils where the micro-pores can act as reservoirs. 

The resulting solid/oil interface is exceptionally slippery with a water contact angle hysteresis 

smaller than 2° which allows water droplets to slide on the surface with minimal energy 

dissipation. Icing tests in an icing wind tunnel have demonstrated icing mitigation, reduced ice 

adhesion and reasonable durability. Different types of oils with various properties have been used 

to determine the best performance and durability at different icing/deicing conditions. 

Additionally, confocal laser microscopy and scanning electron microscopy have been used to study 

the microstructure and microtexture of the coatings as well as oil penetration in the pores and oil 

depletion after coatings have been tested in icing conditions. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Airplane manufacturing is one of the most sophisticated and advanced industries in the 

modern era. However, there are many challenges related to maintaining the aircraft’s performance 

in flight where the temperature decreases which can result in ice accumulation on the wing. This 

will increase the drag force, which will cause the airplane to lose airspeed and lift, forcing the pilot 

to increase the engine power and “fuel consumption”, in order to maintain the correct amount of 

lift. Additionally, ice will increase the weight and thus decrease the lift, forcing the airplane to lose 

altitude. 

Generally, there are two types of ice generated on aerodynamic components; Glaze and 

Rime ice [1]. Glaze or clear ice, is dense and transparent and appears when the water droplet has 

sufficient time to hit the airfoil and spread on its surface, covering more areas. At low temperature, 

the distributed water will freeze and create a transparent layer that it is not easy to observe from 

inside the plane: it can also fill all the voids on the surface, which gives it a high attachment 

strength and will not detached easily. This type of ice is dangerous and harmful. 

Rime ice is translucent or opaque and brittle because it contains in its microstructure many 

air pockets (pores) which make it less dense than Glaze ice. Rime ice forms immediately after the 

impact of the droplet, meaning the droplet doesn’t have much time to run back over the airfoil and 

it can be seen as white ice on/near the leading edge of the airfoil. 

Droplet size, air temperature and liquid water content are factors that are important in icing type. 

Glaze and Rime ice are illustrated in Figure 1-1. 
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                    Figure 1-1  a) Glaze ice                               b) Rime ice [1]. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

In 1994, an airplane crashed in Roselawn-Indiana, taking the lives of 68 passengers on 

board. According to The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) [2], they determined that 

the probable causes of this accident was loss of control, attributed to a sudden ice-accumulation 

on the deicer boots (the front part of the airfoil) shown in Figure 1-2, which eventually led to loss 

of control and the crash. 

 

Figure 1-2. Deicer Boots inflated and deflated [3]. 

 

Many accidents have occurred during the past 30 years related to icing problems [4] e.g.: 

- Continental Airlines Inc. Accident in Denver, Colorado in 1987 with 28 fatalities.  
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- US AIR INC. Accident in Flushing, New York in 1992 with 27 fatalities. 

            - Embraer EMB – 120RT Accident in Monroe, Michigan in 1997 with 29 fatalities. 

As a result of all these incidents, numerous efforts have been made to closely study the icing 

phenomenon and the reason behind it and how to prevent future accidents. Different techniques 

have been developed (mechanical, chemical, and thermal) for deicing systems.  

1.1.1 Mechanical Deicing 

Basically, it is about breaking the bond between the ice particles and the wing surface thus 

removing it from the surface. This technique uses a semi rubber balloon which can be inflated with 

air (as shown schematically in Figure 1-2) with the help of a compressor and, by this inflation 

process, it can break off the ice as long as it is within a certain thickness and width. Of course, the 

drawback of this technique is it can only be applied on small airplanes [3]. 

1.1.2 Chemical Deicing 

Chemical deicing uses a liquid that can integrate with water droplets and prevent them from 

freezing, in other words, preventing the bond between the ice and the surface rather than breaking 

it. Different materials can be used for anti-icing e.g. potassium acetate and potassium format. 

However, this process is practically only used for ground anti-icing, especially in airports during 

ice storms. The practical temperature limit is (-32°C) [5]. 

1.1.3 Thermal Deicing 

A common thermal deicing system is one that uses electrical heating elements that with a 

certain electrical power can heat up and melt the ice on top of the element. Various materials with 

different techniques have been used to heat up critical components such as aircraft wings and 

engine nacelles [6]. In addition, there is a different approach where some of the heat from the 

exhaust system of the turbine engine is redirected to melt the ice by guiding tubes [7], as shown in 

Figure 1-3. 
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Figure 1-3. A typical ice protection system schematic for a business jet [7]. 

1.1.4 Surface modification and anti-icing surfaces 

 A different approach to avoid ice-accumulation is by preventing the super-cooled droplet 

of water from sticking to the surface, in other words, delaying ice build-up or facilitating its 

removal. This approach can be done by understanding the formation of ice on a surface, static 

contact angle (SCA) and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) that can affect the freezing process. These 

values are the main parameters that should be controlled to achieve the best results, and all this 

can be done by choosing the correct coating material and correct techniques that can give the best 

result in producing a phobic-to-ice surface. 

One way to reduce ice adhesion is to use a superhydrophobic surface. Ideally smooth 

surfaces can have a certain amount of hydrophobicity due to their surface’s chemistry, however 

superhydrophobicity comes from the microtexture or nanotexture of the surface which can increase 

water repellency. Furthermore, developing a hierarchical texture, which means having two scales 

of roughness on the surface, can provide the best water repelling characteristics. In this case air 

pockets are created between the material surface and the water, therefore providing the 

superhydrophobicity and this is seen on “natural superhydrophobic surfaces” such as the lotus 
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leaf on which there are micro sized nodes/ bumps and these bumps create the micro-scale 

roughness. Figure 1-4 illustrates this surface texture effect. Adding to this superhydrophobicity 

effect, there is a technology known as Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS), which 

has a low mobility in terms of contact angle hysteresis. This technique depends on infusing a 

lubricant with a specific property into a micro or nano surface structure which creates the needed 

slippery surface. In the current research, creating SLIPS depends on having a superhydrophobic 

surface as its base layer. In the up-coming chapters the author will explain more about this 

technique. 

 

Figure 1-4. Surface texture, natural and artificial [8]. 

Superhydrophobicity is the combination of low surface energy and specific surface 

morphology. There are a good number of commercial superhydrophobic coatings that rely 

primarily on producing a low surface energy. These are usually polymeric/organic materials but 

the problem with them is that they have poor mechanical properties especially in the case of 

icing/deicing. On the other hand, those surfaces that rely only on the surface morphology (complex 

coating/ vacuum based processes) are complex with a high cost and they are hardly scalable 

insomuch as they are difficult to apply on large surfaces. Furthermore, the goal of our research is 
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to develop a method that can provide superhydrophobicity and then impregnate such a surface 

with a lubricant oil so that to bring the preferred features – water-repellency, low cost, scalability 

and durability – together. 

1.1.5 Thermal Spraying 

Many techniques can be used in order to build-up a coating layer on top of a surface. The 

list includes: Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD), Vacuum 

Cold Spray, High Velocity Oxygen Fuel (HVOF), High Velocity Air Fuel (HVAF), Atmospheric 

Plasma Spray (APS), Suspension Plasma Spray (SPS), etc. Of these, APS and SPS are the ones 

most commonly used to produce a coating layer with micron or submicron texture. Figure 1-5 

shows a schematic of a plasma spray system. Depending on the system, the feedstock can be either 

a liquid-powder suspension (SPS) or solid powder (APS). Both of these techniques provide a 

coating with high quality in terms of mechanical properties, durability and scalability [8]. 

 

Figure 1-5. A schematic of suspension plasma spray technique [8]. 

1.2 Rational for proposed work 

Most of the recent studies on anti-icing and water-repelling surfaces focus on using 

fluoropolymer-based materials, and they give a very good results in terms of Static Contact Angle 

(CA) and Sliding Angle (SA), but the main disadvantage of these materials is that they have low 

durability. In other words, the coatings cannot withstand harsh conditions for a long period of time. 
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As mentioned above, another approach has been used to create a hard, wear-resistant surface 

microstructure that can act as an oil reservoir which can keep the oil between its pillars and feed 

the substrate’s surface with oil, creating what is called a Slippery Liquid Infused Porous Surface 

(SLIPS). This can be created by using different techniques, for example, Lithography techniques 

were used to create such a surface on patterned silicon substrate [9], whereas a different approach 

used Liquid Flame Spray (LFS) [10] and another used a Photolithography technique which 

involved transferring a pattern with a very small size (micro/nano) scale onto a substrate [11]. 

Adding to what has been mentioned, some researchers tried electro-deposition of highly textured 

Polypyrrole (PPy) on aluminum substrates followed by fluorination of the structured coating and 

infiltration with the lubricant [12]. The above-mentioned techniques produced good results with 

regard to low CAH and SA values but the disadvantage of these techniques is that they are 

expensive, time consuming and not easy to apply on large scale parts. 

Starting from that point, the author worked in this research on developing the desired 

microstructure with practical techniques that can be scalable, time saving with an acceptable cost 

and can provide good mechanical properties and durability. To conclude, the purpose of the current 

work is to develop a technique using the SPS technique with specific parameters and selecting an 

appropriate oil with properties that can achieve a low CAH and SA with longer durability than 

fluoropolymer coatings under realistic flight conditions. 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objectives of this research are presented here with respect to the sequence of the 

chapters of this thesis: 

 Developing a hierarchical microtexture on the substrate’s surface with two scales of 

roughness using Suspension Plasma Spray. 

 Impregnating this surface structure with an appropriate oil and studying its behavior. 

 Testing the mobility and icing performance of the coated substrate in an icing wind tunnel.  

1.4 Thesis Outline 

In the first chapter, the author introduced the problem by explaining the types of ice and 

how it can affect the airfoils of aircrafts. Following a brief summary of the deadly impact of the 
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icing problem, the author addressed the techniques that have been used to overcome the icing 

problem.  

Chapter 2, explains the physical analysis of the static contact angle (SCA) and contact 

angle hysteresis (CAH), also defines the concepts of superhydrophobicity and surface roughness 

and adding to that, the oil impregnation techniques and the measurements that can be extracted 

from it. Furthermore, the two thermal spraying processes that have been used in this research; 

atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) and suspension plasma spraying (SPS) are explained.   

In Chapter 3, the author explains the materials that have been used and the experimental 

procedure that has been followed, from preparing the substrates, through coating deposition until 

the collection of experimental data in icing conditions.  

In Chapter 4, the author presents the analyzed data in the form of tables and figures and 

discusses the results in a manner that outlines a solution to the icing problem and whether it has 

sufficient durability.  

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings, conclusions and contributions of this work and 

suggests some recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

This chapter will provide a well explanation about the young’s equation and the concept 

behind the wettability and mobility of a liquid droplet. The definition of superhydrophobicity, the 

oil impregnation techniques and the study cases that have been carried out. Along with the thermal 

spraying process and the techniques that have been used in this research. Finally, the challenges 

that accompany this technique are discussed.   

2.1 Contact Angle: Young’s Equation   

Wettability is the ability of a liquid droplet to wet a surface. In other words, it is the 

interface between solid, liquid and gas phases. Mobility, is the ability of a droplet to move easily 

on a surface. Measuring the mobility parameters is an important factor, because it plays a key role 

in many applications e.g. anti-icing, anti-fouling, so called self-cleaning, etc. Wettability and 

mobility can be defined with the following parameters: Static contact angle (SCA), contact angle 

Hysteresis (CAH) and finally Sliding angle (SA). 

Static contact angle (SCA) represents the degree of wetting when a solid and liquid interact 

whereby a small contact angle (θc < 90°) corresponds to a high degree of wettability (the droplet 

will spread and wet the surface). A surface with this characteristic is known as a hydrophilic 

surface, whereas one that gives a high contact angle (θc > 90°) is referred to as a hydrophobic 

surface and corresponds to a low degree of wettability. When the contact angle is very high (θc 

>150°) the surface is described as being superhydrophobic with an extremely high water 

repellency. Thomas Young [13] was the first to describe the contact angle of a liquid droplet on a 

solid surface, which defines the effect of the three interfacial tensions by Equation. (2.1): 

                                           𝛾𝑙𝑣 cos 𝜃𝑌 = 𝛾𝑠𝑣 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙                                              Eq. (2.1) 
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where 𝜃𝑌 is Young’s contact angle, while γlv, γsv and γsl represent the liquid-vapor, solid-vapor and 

solid-liquid interfacial tensions. This equation is usually known as Young’s equation. A schematic 

of different contact angles is shown in Figure 2-1 [14]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic of different contact angles of a liquid droplet on a solid surface.  

2.2 Contact Angle Hysteresis (CAH) and Sliding Angle (SA) 

The static contact angle represents the wettability measurements made in a static state, but 

from a realistic point of view the situation is usually not static and we need to study dynamic 

contact angles, that is to say the mobility of the droplet on the surface [15]. This is known as the 

Contact angle Hysteresis (CAH), and is the difference between the advancing contact angle, 𝜃𝑎, 

(measured during expansion of a liquid droplet) and the receding angle, 𝜃𝑟, (measured during 

contraction of the droplet) as shown schematically in Figure 2-2. The CAH can be related to the 

energy dissipation that occurs during the movement of a droplet on the surface and the CAH is 

given by Equation. (2.2): 

 

                                                            𝐶𝐴𝐻 = 𝜃𝑎 − 𝜃𝑟                                             Eq. (2.2) 

 

Depending on the CAH values, the liquid droplet will act accordingly: water droplets with a low 

CAH (less than 10°) will move easily on a surface while droplets with high CAH will tend to stick 

on the surfaces and not move easily. 
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        In addition to Contact angle Hysteresis another parameter should be taken into consideration 

which is the Sliding angle (SA). This represents the angle at which a surface has to be tilted in 

order for the droplet to start sliding on the surface, denoted here as θS. SA and CAH tends to be 

correlated as the both characterize the dynamic wetting behavior of a water droplet on a surface. 

Water repellant surfaces with both SA and CAH <10° are likely to known as superhydrophobic 

surfaces with excellent water mobility features, leading to a delay in ice build-up and facilitating 

its removal. In other words, when the liquid droplet impinges onto the superhydrophobic surface 

minimal contact will occur between the liquid and solid interface allowing the droplet to slide on 

the surface at a minimum tilting force leading to a delay in the occurrence of ice. “However, it is 

important to note that the values of contact angle hysteresis and sliding angle are not necessarily 

the same” [16]. 

 

                           (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 2-2. Schematic of a static contact angle degree between (a) advancing angle and 

(b) receding angle. 

2.3 Superhydrophobicity and Surface Roughness 

 The development of superhydrophobic surfaces have been inspired by nature, for example; 

the lotus leaf, water strider insects and penguin feathers. The scientific reason for their 

hydrophobicity is due to their surface’s chemistry and their surface morpho logy that is composed 
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of micro and nano nodes, meaning there are two scales of roughness on the surface.  There is also 

the presence of biological epicuticular wax which has a low surface energy. Together, these 

features can provide excellent water-repellent characteristics, which creates air pockets between 

the surface and the water therefore providing the hydrophobicity.  

There are two regimes that have been used to clarify the effect of surface roughness and 

surface energy. The first is known as the Wenzel regime [17], or homogeneous wetting. In this 

case the liquid droplet can penetrate the gaps between the micro-pillars on the surface. By lowering 

the surface energy  and increasing the surface roughness, air-pockets can be produced which act 

as  cushions separating the solid and the liquid interfaces (giving a composite interface) and this 

is described by the Cassie-Baxter model [18]  - heterogeneous wetting as shown in Figure 2-3. 

Note that, the difference between surface tension and surface energy, is that the first measure the 

applied force along a line whereas the second measure the energy along an area, in this research 

the focus is on the surface energy. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3. Schematic of Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models. [18] 

Note that the difference between surface tension and surface energy is that the first is measured 

along a line while the second measured along an area, in the research we will be talking about 

lowering the surface energy to create the superhydrophobic surface. Furthermore, in the Wenzel 

model, the liquid droplet will penetrate between the micro-pillars until it reaches the surface. At 

that moment, the adhesion between the liquid and solid will be high which eventually will decrease 
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the water mobility on the surface, and this explains why hydrophilic surfaces have a low water 

mobility. On the other hand, in the Cassie-Baxter model, the surface tends to be hydrophobic and 

will produce a surface with higher water repellency. Studies have shown [8] that having an 

hierarchical roughness texture (for example, a dual scale roughness at the nano and micro levels) 

can have promising properties with high contact angles (SCA>150°) and high mobility of the 

droplet on the surface (SA<10°). This is why the author has focused on having a hierarchical 

texture to create the initial hydrophobicity as illustrated in Figure 2-4. Thermal spraying is a 

promising technique that can produce such a hierarchical texture which is the starting material for 

the liquid infused surfaces under investigation in the present study will be discussed later. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Schematic for wetting of (a) nano-texture and (b) hierarchical texture. [19] 

2.4 Slippery Liquid Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS)   

Superhydrophobic surfaces have numerous promising applications, e.g. anti-icing, anti-

fogging and self-cleaning surfaces [9]. As discussed previously, superhydrophobicity can be 

created from the trapped air-pockets between micro and nano pillars. Furthermore, preserving the 

pockets in place is a challenging process due to many factors that may make them collapse, e.g. 
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applying of a high pressure can force liquid into the surface and take the place of the gas phase 

[20], and mechanical damage occurring to the micro or nano texture can affect the mobility results 

and significantly decrease droplet mobility [21]. Furthermore, condensation or ice-nucleation can 

appear on the nano texture and replace the gas phase which will also affect the superhydrophobicity 

[22].  

In order to overcome the previous challenges, a new approach has been used to infuse 

liquid into the surface layer and replace the gas-phase to produce what is known as Slippery Liquid 

Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS). The liquid introduced is a lubricating fluid with a certain 

viscosity that it is higher than the liquid to be repelled (in our case the water droplet). Generally 

speaking, these two liquids, lubricant and water, are immiscible which prevents mixing. Finally, 

having a lubricating liquid which is incompressible, but mobile, is the main advantage of SLIPS, 

as the lubricant can remain in place even when a high wetting pressure is applied to the surface 

but also can flow to allow self-repair of the surface if damage due to scratches, abrasion, icing, etc.  

2.4.1 Oil Impregnation Techniques 

Recently, some workers have developed SLIPS by using magnetic fields [23]. This type of 

material can have superhydrophobic surfaces at very low temperatures (-34°C) with a low ice 

adhesion strength of approximately 2 Pa. It can also be applied to any surface without modifying 

the structure of the surface at (the nano- and micro-scale). The concept behind this technique 

depends on having a ferrofluid which is a colloidal mixture of a liquid (usually an organic solvent 

or water) with ferromagnetic nanoparticles that can be affected with a magnetic field. The solvent 

should have a low evaporation rate in order not to be evaporated when magnetized. 

Ice accumulation usually results when a liquid droplet hits the substrate surface creating a 

solid-liquid interface with a high-energy interface which will allow the ice to build-up, but in this 

ferrofluidic study, as soon as the droplet hits the oil layer it will penetrate it, as it can be seen in 

Figure 2-5. a. As soon as the magnetic field is activated, it will create shock waves as a result of 

the Ferrofluid behavior\, causing the droplet of water to be pushed up, creating a liquid-liquid 

interface which doesn’t allow easy formation of ice due to it being a low-energy interface. The 

magnetic field strength controls the amplitude of the wave as shown Figure 2-5. b. 
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Figure 2-5. (a) Water droplet penetrating the oil layer to create a solid-liquid interface (b) 

How the water droplet reacts when the magnetic field is on [23]. 

The main disadvantage of this technique is that it is very complex and predicting the 

magnetic field behavior is not an easy task.  

Other studies have shown that applying an oil-impregnation process to an existing 

superhydrophobic surface can improve the efficiency of removing water droplets [12]. Instead of 

creating a surface with high texture (nano-micro texture), the researchers developed their coating 

on a smooth surface which gave very low mobility results in a high-humidity environment as can 

be seen in Figure 2-6. The basis of this process is to have an organic conducting polymer, 

Polypyrrole (PPy) that can be coated on an Al sheet by electrodeposition and then by controlling 

the current and time of the process they can control the morphology at the nanometer scale. 

Furthermore, they added fluorine to the coating in order to improve the high-binding energy and 

resistance of the plastic. Finally, they infused a low-viscosity perfluorinated lubricating fluid. In 

applications where there are low vibration effects and low pressure, oils with low viscosity present 

a good option to create SLIPS with a thin layer impregnated in a nano-textured surface. The 

advantages of this technique are that it is scalable, can be applied on large scale components, can 

be applied on complex shapes, does not produce toxic vapors and the polypyrrole itself is an anti-

corrosive material. The disadvantages of electrodeposition are that creating a uniform plating is 

challenging and the process is costly and time consuming and there is always a possibility for 

pollution.   
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Figure 2-6. (a) Schematic of the electro-deposition process on an Al sheet (b) Al sheet 

before and after coating (c) SEM images of the PPy coating. [12] 

Regarding the production of suitable surfaces, some researchers [24] used a smooth 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheet which was grit blasted to create a textured surface, then 

different types of lubricating fluids were applied to finally create a lubricant-infused surface (LIS). 

Additionally, other researchers have developed a microtexture with a lithographically 

patterned silicon micropost array coated with OTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane) [9] as shown in 

Figure 2-7. Then they lowered the surface energy by a post-treatment using silane, and finally 

applied the lubricant oil which was silicone oil or a non-water-soluble ionic liquid. 
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Figure 2-7. Schematic diagram of a liquid droplet (a) cloaked in a lubricant oil (b)          

floating on the lubricant (c) an LCFM image of the patterned micro texture [9]. 

Another promising technique is Liquid Flame Spray (LFS). It has been used to develop a 

nanotexture of TiO2 on a low-density polyethylene film which then had silicone oil applied to 

achieve the needed SLIPS, as can be seen in Figure 2-8 [10]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Schematic diagram of (a) Thermal spraying the nano particles (b) oil 

impregnation (c) mobility measurements [10]. 

Geyunjian et al introduced a fast and easy method to develop SLIPS by applying Layer-

by-Layer (LBL) polyelectrolyte assembly in an organic solvent as illustrated in Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9. Shows a schematic of the proton transfer mechanism from Sulfonic Acid to 

Amine group resulting in electrostatic attraction [25]. 

By controlling the LBL assembly parameters including dipping cycles, dipping time, 

drying time between one cycle and another, they were able to produce the polyelectrolyte with 

different thickness which is the base porous structure. Finally they used the oil-infusion process to 

create the needed SLIPS [25]. 

Wei Ma et al. [26], introduced a hydrothermal method in which a perfluoropolyether 

lubricating (PFPE) liquid is infused into a nano-textured alumina gel film that was modified with 

perfluoroalkyl-phosphonic acid to create the needed SLIPS. The purpose was to apply the SLIPS 

process with optical transparency. The nano-textured surface was obtained by hydrothermal 

synthesis of the sol-gel structure and the cauliflower-like structure was produced as in Figure 2-10 

followed by liquid infusion of the PFPE. 
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Figure 2-10. a) SEM image of the nanotexture with static contact angle b) Schematic of 

the interaction between liquid, oil, and solid, c) Contact angle hysteresis d) Schematic of the 

interaction between liquid, oil, PFPE and solid [26]. 

Jing Wang et al. [27] were successful in producing SLIPS on a wide range of materials 

(stainless steel 304/316, carbon steel, titanium, aluminum, copper, glass and ceramics) where the 

surface nano-texture was obtained by appropriate chemical etching (e.g. hydrochloric acid, ferric 

chloride acid and boiling sodium bicarbonate solution) after which a silanization process was 

carried out for a certain time in order to modify the surface morphology. After evaporating the 

excess silane an oil-impregnation process was performed using perfluorinated oils by spraying or 

spin coating. The main feature of this technique is surface damage can be healed by thermal-repair 

using oxygen plasma between 120 to 200 °C. The difference between treated and unhealed surfaces 

are demonstrated in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11. Shows a) Natural superhydrophobic and Slips plants b) Schematic of the 

nano/micro structure c) Difference between damaged and healed surface [27]. 

2.4.2 Characteristics and Performance of SLIPS 

In the sections above some of the techniques for developing the required surface texture 

and oil impregnation have been discussed: in this section the focus will be on the characteristics 

of SLIPS surfaces. 

A study was carried out by K. Philseok et al. [12], to study the contact angle hysteresis 

(CAH) and the critical diameter of a liquid droplet (Dc) on different SLIPS surfaces by applying 

lubricant oils with a wide range of viscosities. The critical diameter is calculated as follows in 

Equation. (2.3) and denotes the minimum diameter of a droplet at which sliding begins: 

 

                                    𝐷𝑐 = (
24𝑠𝑖𝑛3𝜃𝐴𝛾(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑅−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐴)

𝜋𝜌(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐴)2(2+𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐴)𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
)

1

2
                          Eq. (2.3) 
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𝜌 is the density of water, 𝑔 is the standard acceleration due to gravity, 𝛼 is the tilting angle, 

𝛾 is the surface tension of water, and 𝜃𝐴 and 𝜃𝑅  are the advancing contact angle and the receding 

contact angle respectively. After measuring 𝐷𝑐 on a SLIPS-Al sheet and a bare Al sheet they found 

that 𝐷𝑐 on the SLIPS surface is 8 times smaller than the bare one thus more droplets are repelled, 

and this is due to the presence of the lubricating oil. 

Other researchers including Jeong-Hyun et al. [24], focused their study on the role of the 

viscosity ratio between water and the oil. The study was carried out by measuring the impact time 

of a liquid droplet on SLIPS impregnated with various oils. The Weber number at impact was the 

key parameter that has to be considered, as it can be seen in Equation, (2.4): 

                                                            𝑊𝑒 =
𝜌𝑤𝑈0𝐷𝑜

2

𝛾𝑤
                                             Eq. (2.4) 

 

𝜌𝑤 is the density of the droplet, 𝑈𝑜  is the drop impact velocity, 𝐷𝑜 is the initial diameter 

of the droplet before impact, and 𝛾𝑤 is the surface tension of the droplet. The results showed that 

the impact time might vary according to low and high Weber number and also it depends on the 

substrate’s surface properties, whether it is hydrophobic or superhydrophobic.  A key finding was 

the importance of having a high ratio of viscosity between the droplet and the infused oil, where 

they conclude that at all 𝑊𝑒 numbers, the maximum spreading diameter increased with decreasing 

the oil’s viscosity.  

According to J. David smith et al. [9], there several factors that control droplet shedding 

between a liquid droplet and the lubricant oil. Usually the oil viscosity is the key parameter that 

can define how the droplet will be shed as can be seen in Figure 2-12. The authors give 12 scenarios 

in which the droplet can act. The spreading coefficient can define the criterion for cloaking 

(whereby the droplet is totally encapsulated by the oil film) as can be seen in Equation. (2.5): 

                                                        𝑆𝑜𝑤(𝑎) = 𝛾𝑤𝑎 − 𝛾𝑤𝑜 − 𝛾𝑜𝑎                                        Eq. (2.5) 

Where 𝛾𝑤𝑎  the surface tension between water, air interfaces, 𝛾𝑤𝑜 the surface tension 

between water, oil interfaces and finally 𝛾𝑜𝑎 is the surface tension between oil and air interfaces. 

The results shows that the lubricant oil will cloak the water droplet when  𝑆𝑜𝑤(𝑎) > 0 and the oil 

will surround it only partially at the water-oil-solid interface when 𝑆𝑜𝑤(𝑎) < 0. 
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Figure 2-12. Schematic shows whether the liquid droplet will cloaked or not by the 

lubricant oil [9]. 

A recent study has been done by P. Juuti et al. [10], in which they developed a micro texture 

with Liquid Flame Spray (LFS) and, after applying an oil impregnation process, an ice-adhesion 

test was carried out. They built the ice layer in a wind tunnel at a temperature -10°C and with an 

air velocity of 25 m/s. The data that they collected to measure the shear stress (𝜏) showed an ice 

adhesion strength less than 25 KPa compared to 250 KPa for a LFS coated sample with no oil 

impregnation. The Equation. (2.6) is the shear stress (𝜏): 

                                                       𝜏 =  
𝐹

𝐴
=

𝑚𝑟𝜔2

𝐴
=

𝑚𝑟(𝛼𝑡)2

𝐴
                                      Eq. (2.6) 

 F is the centrifugal force required to detach the ice from the sample’s surface, A is the 

contact surface area, m is the ice accumulated mass, 𝛼 is the constant angular acceleration and 

finally t is detachment time. 

As previously mentioned, there are many oil impregnation techniques and more are being 

developed. In this research we focus on optimizing the process for anti-icing applications, where 

very harsh environment conditions occur. The techniques mentioned above have their limitations. 

Some have low mechanical properties and poor durability, whilst others are very complex and are 
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not scalable, in other words can’t be applied on large scale components.  In this research, we focus 

on two main things; firstly, having a hierarchical structure wherein 2 scales of roughness exist 

which can withstand harsh conditions and preserve the needed mechanical properties, and secondly 

on being able to produce oil impregnation that can provide the best mobility results. This can be 

achieved using a thermal spray processes to produce the needed coatings. In the next section, 

Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) and Suspension Plasma Spray (SPS) techniques are briefly 

presented, followed by the challenges that accompany these techniques.  

2.5 Thermal Spray Processes 

2.5.1 Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) 

Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) is a process in which particles with a certain size that 

can be metals, ceramics and composites are heated by a plasma and then deposited onto a substrate 

surface in order to build up the coating layer. These particles are usually in the form of a fine 

powder which are injected into a very high temperature plasma plume, and rapidly gain a high 

temperature and are accelerated to a high velocity toward the target. Then the hot particles or 

droplets impact on the substrate surface and cool rapidly, forming a coating layer with interesting 

mechanical and physical properties [28].  

The APS process comprises a high intensity DC current arc between an anode and cathode 

that will ionize the gas flowing between the electrodes that produces a plasma jet within the plasma 

torch. Both the cathode and anode are water cooled during spraying to avoid being melted. Figure 

2-13 shows a schematic of the plasma arc. 

Plasma gases can be argon, nitrogen, hydrogen, helium or their mixtures. The resistance 

heating from the arc causes the gas to reach extreme temperatures and to form the plasma. The 

plasma exits the anode nozzle as a plasma plume. Then, the powder is fed into the plasma flame 

by using a carrier gas and an external powder port injector mounted near the anode nozzle exit. 

Plasma’s temperature can range between 10,000-15,000°C, in this way, ceramics, metals and their 

composites can be melted and sprayed. The molten or semi-molten particles are accelerated 

towards the substrate where they will impact and form an adherent coating with the substrate. The 

spray distances can be in the order of 25 to 150 mm. 
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Particles with a size less than 5 µm cannot be carried with the plasma plume in the same 

way as larger particles as it would be necessary to significantly increase the carrier gas flow rate, 

which in turn would disturb the plasma jet and the particles’ trajectory to the substrate. In addition, 

the fine particles do not have the mass to penetrate into the plasma plume which is very dense. 

Finally, powders less than 5 μm tend to agglomerate, clogging the powder feeder, carrier gas line 

or injector during the coating process.  

A process has been developed to solve this clogging issue, which is to transport the powders 

with the help of a liquid carrier in which the mixture of liquid and powder forms a suspension and 

the process is called suspension plasma spraying (SPS) as discussed below. 

 

 
Figure 2-13. A diagram of the plasma arc and the flow of its plume. [28]  
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Figure 2-14. Plasma gun 3MB. [37] 

2.5.2 Suspension Plasma Spray (SPS) 

SPS is one of the technologies that allows one to deposit very small particles that range 

from 30 nm to several μm and which can produce very thin coatings [29]. In order to enhance the 

properties of components exposed to severe environments, stable process conditions are required 

in order to have high efficiency, high physical properties and repeatable deposition. SPS has been 

introduced recently in production for coat turbine, jet engine parts and other industrial components.  

With this process, illustrated in Figure 2-15, different types of powders can be used 

depending on the application as shown in Table 2-1. Furthermore, the liquid used for the 

suspension can be; ethanol, water, a mixture of both, ethylene glycol, etc. Particles have a natural 

tendency to settle and stick together forming larger clusters or agglomerates hence the powder and 

liquid are mixed and sonicated during the suspension preparation, in order to break the 

agglomerated particles and to make the final suspension more homogeneous. A suspension 

controller can be used which will combine compressed air with the suspension mixture (similar to 

the aerosol principle) and this will help push the mixture through the pipes to the suspension 

distributer, which controls the feeding of the suspension into the nozzle and injection into the 

plasma plume. Once in the plume, the suspension will be heated and liquid will be evaporated 
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leaving the particles to be heated further and be accelerated and deposited on the target as in Figure 

2-16. 

 

 

Figure 2-15. A diagram showing the Suspension feeding system used in experiments 

[30].  

 

Table 2-1 Common classes of thermal spray powder materials [31]. 

Material Class Typical Alloy Characteristics Example Application 

Pure metals zn Corrosion protection Bridge construction 

Self-fluxing alloy FeNiBSi High hardness, fused 

Minimal porosity 

Shafts, bearings 

MCrAlY NiCrAly High temperature 

Corrosion resistance 

Gas turbine blades 

Steel Fe 13Cr Economical, wear 

resistance 

Repair 

Nickel-graphite Ni 25C Anti-fretting Compressor inlet 

ducts 
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Oxides Al2O3 Oxidation resistance, 

high hardness 

Textile industry 

Carbides Wc 12Co Wear resistance Shafts 

 

 

Figure 2-16. Schematic diagram of the SPS process [29]. 

There are 2 methods to inject the feedstock suspension into the plasma [32]: 

 

1) Radial Injection:  

This is a common method which uses a nozzle aligned almost perpendicular to the plasma 

plume to inject the suspension as shown in Figure 2-17 a. Note that, the suspension is usually 

injected as a continuous jet. 

2) Axial Injection:  

The suspension is injected directly through the plasma flame so less disturbance will occur 

to the particles. Figure 2-17 b. Note that, the suspension is atomised before it interacts with the 

plasma jet. 
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Figure 2-17. Schematics of injection mode a) Radial injection and b) Axial injection [32] 

2.5.3 Thermal Spraying of Micro-textured Surfaces 

2.5.3.1 Effect of SPS process parameters on coating microstructure 

The type of coating and the micro-nano texture produced by SPS are dependent on a large 

number of process parameters, and each can affect and influence the coating in certain ways.  

Figure 2.18 shows a schematic of some SPS parameters. Furthermore, over 35 parameters can 

affect the coating, and extensive research has been dedicated to understanding the relationship 

between these parameters and the coating structure. A research group at Concordia University [16] 

was able to achieve the hierarchical texture required for superhydrophobic coatings with SCA 

more than 165° and SA less than 10° using a ceramic powder. Figure 2-19 shows SEM images for 

different types of spraying conditions and the resulting surface textures of the TiO2 spray coatings. 
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Figure 2-18. Schematic of SPS process parameters [16]. 
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Figure 2-19. Shows SEM images of different types of spray coatings produced by varying 

the spraying conditions [16]. 

From Figure 2-19, it can be seen how the microstructure varied from fine to cauliflower-

like microstructure. The mobility results, namely the sliding angle SA, started with a relatively 

high value (SA>20°) in Figure 2-19.a but decreased to SA=1.3° for the microstructure shown in 

Figure 2-19.f for an ethanol-based suspension of TiO2 at high plasma power. All coatings were 

tested after applying a thin stearic acid layer on their surface [16]. 
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To conclude, it is clear that a surface can change from hydrophilic or hydrophobic to 

superhydrophobic with a very high droplet mobility by changing the spraying conditions and 

resulting microstructure. 

2.5.3.2 Residual Stresses 

In thermal spray coatings, residual stresses [33] can result from two main sources: the 

“Quenching effect” when the impacting splats hit the substrate and are cooled to the substrate 

temperature and the stresses that arise due to the differences in thermal expansion coefficients of 

the splats and substrate during cooling from the deposition temperature to room temperature. 

When a molten particle (1500°C) hits the steel substrate (200°C) it will contract which will 

lead to a high tension in the splat. The thermal expansion coefficients (𝛼𝑖) of the substrate and the 

coated material will determine the magnitude of the residual stress:  with ceramic coatings a 

compressive stress can occur which will cause the ceramic layer to “pop up”. Note that, for a 

substrate with higher 𝛼𝑖, it can put the coating into compression and, for a substrate with low 𝛼𝑖, 

it will put the coating into a state of tension. 

 

2.5.3.3 Durability of the Coated Material 

Most of the superhydrophobic or icephobic coatings can withstand certain test regimes but 

not all of them (for example, ice adhesion, sand adhesion, air flow, etc.). That is why developing 

a surface with good durability [8] that will last a longer time with high mechanical and functional 

properties is the goal of many research efforts in this field. 

One of the materials that has shown a promising result in the super-hydrophobicity field 

due to its hierarchical surface texture is TiO2 powder. For the SPS coatings, a sub-micron sized 

titanium dioxide powder with an average nominal particle size of 500 nm was used in ethanol 

based suspension. This TiO2 coating has been shown to have a good mechanical durability 

especially compared to polymer-based coatings [19]. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental Procedure 

This chapter describes the experimental procedure followed in this research work. All the 

spray parameters and the oil impregnation process are explained and clarified in the following 

sections. 

3.1 Substrate preparation 

All substrates were made from a flat stainless steel 304 sheet with the dimensions of 90 × 

12 × 3 mm as shown in Figure 3-1 a). Before applying the coating, a grit blasting process was 

performed using fine alumina particles (180 grit size) with pressurized air at 350 kPa which 

produced a surface roughness between 1.5-2 µm, after which the substrates were cleaned with 

isopropyl alcohol and acetone then dried with compressed air. Subsequently, the samples were 

fixed to the sample holder as shown in Figure 3.1.b. Once the samples were placed on the sample 

holder, the latter was fixed to the table inside the spray booth, ready to be sprayed. 

                       

Figure 3-1. a) The substrate.                                    b) The substrate holder. 
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3.2 Suspension preparation 

Creating the coating with a hierarchical texture has been done using the SPS technique. All 

samples were coated with a commercial submicron-sized titanium dioxide powder with average 

particle size diameter of 500 nm (KS-203A/B, TKB Trading, US). The rationale for using TiO2 

powder is due to its thermal/chemical stability, non-toxicity, abundance, commercial availability, 

low cost and good flowability. The suspension preparation started by pouring the ethanol into a 

glass container and then the polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Alfa Aesar, US) was gradually added (5 

wt% of the solid content) as a dispersant to prevent particle agglomeration and ensure the stability 

of the suspension during spraying. The mixing process was done by stirring with a magnetic stirrer 

and sonication (ultra-sound probe) with a power of 50 W during the preparation phase. After 

having a homogeneous mix of ethanol and PVP, ethylene glycol (E178-4) was added in order to 

increase the stability of the suspension. Finally, titania suspension with a concentration of 10 wt% 

was prepared by slowly adding TiO2 powder (1 g/min) to prevent agglomeration. Once mixed, as 

shown in Figure 3-2, the suspension was poured into the reservoir of the injection system. The 

injection system consists of two sealed pressurized tanks. The first contains the suspension and the 

second contains water. When a compressed gas is introduced into the tanks, it injects the 

suspension through the hose, up to the injector all the way into the plasma plume as shown in 

Figure 3-3. 

         

Figure 3-2. The suspension. 
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Figure 3-3. The plasma gun and the particle injector. 

The particle size distribution of the suspensions was determined by a Spraytec (Malvern 

Instruments, UK) unit equipped with a wet dispersion accessory. The particle measurement result 

was D50 = 8 μm. The measured particle size distribution is shown in Figure 3-4 [16].  

 

Figure 3-4. The particle size distribution of the suspension. [16] 
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3.3 Spray process 

The process parameters can be seen in Table 3-1. The plasma gun used to deposit the 

coatings is a 3MB plasma torch (Metco Oerlikon, Westbury, NY). The primary gas is argon (Ar) 

and the secondary gas is helium (He). 

 

Table 3-1 Spraying Parameters: 

Total gas flow rate (Ar+He) 
60 SLM 

Voltage 
50 V 

Stand-off distance 
5 cm 

current 
600 A 

Feed rate 
33 g/min 

Power  
24 kW 

 

 The spraying process includes producing several batches of coated substrates. Each batch 

was produced with a certain number of passes of the plasma gun in front of the substrates in order 

to achieve the targeted coating thickness. The goal here was to create a hierarchical texture with a 

certain height of micro-pillars that will act as an oil reservoir and hold the oil in place. 

3.4 Coating batches 

Developing micro-pillars was a key parameter for this research. The first batch of 

substrates included 10 passes of the plasma gun on the substrate’s surface and comprises micro-

pillars of heights varying between 15-25 µm. Furthermore, batches were produced with different 

numbers of passes; 10, 23, 50, 75 and 100 passes. Note that, each batch comprised 4 stainless steel 

substrates. Coating thickness produced as a function of the number of passes of the plasma gun 

and the arithmetical mean height of the surface (Sa) were measured by a confocal laser microscope 

(LEX OLS4000, Olympus, Japan). 
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3.5 Oil Impregnation 

Before applying the oil onto the coated surfaces, a cleaning process in distilled water was 

performed using an ultrasonic probe for 10 minutes with 50 W of power followed by boiling in 

distilled water for 15 minutes. The samples were then rinsed using acetone or isopropyl alcohol 

and finally dried with compressed air. Oil impregnation was carried out on these cleaned 

hydrophilic surfaces as described below.  In addition, some coatings were coated with a thin stearic 

acid layer by dipping them in a stearic acid solution (99.5 g 1-propanol with 0.5 g of stearic acid) 

and allowing the surface to dry. The thin layer, due to its low surface energy, transformed the 

coating hydrophilic surface to a superhydrophobic surface. 

Oil impregnation was carried out by submerging the samples in oil poured in a glass 

container, sealing the container and then applying a vacuum of 0.12 bar for 10 minutes above the 

oil. Applying the vacuum removed the air bubbles which were replaced by the oil and would 

hopefully allow the oil to penetrate into the micro pockets as shown in Figure 3-5. Four types of 

lubricating oils with differing viscosities were used: 6, 125, 250 and 800 centi-Stoke (cSt). 

Table 3-2 shows the properties of the oils: 

Commercial Name Viscosity @ 20°C 

(cSt) 

Oil Density 

(g/ml) 

Krytox KS 1220 6 - 

Silicon oil 125 0.96 @ 25 °C 

Krytox 143 AB 250 1.93 @ 0 °C 

1.75 @ 100 °C 

Krytox 143 AC 800 1.95 @ 0 °C 

1.77 @ 100 °C 

 

 The rationale behind this is to find which oil provides better mobility and durability after 

impregnation in the ceramic coating.  The next step was removing the samples from the container 

and allowing excess oil to drain off the coating by tilting at an angle of around 45°.  
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                Figure 3-5. Schematic of the oil reservoir and the micro pillars. 

 

3.6 Icing Tests 

Since the goal of this study is to investigate water mobility on the oil-infused surface, 

wetting measurements were made before and after the icing/deicing treatments in the icing wind 

tunnel. In order to simulate an environment closer to reality, icing/deicing tests were carried out in 

Concordia’s icing wind tunnel  shown in Figure 3-6 a and b. The test procedure involves doing the 

initial water mobility measurements for reference, then fixing the sample in a substrate holder 

facing the flow of the air/water droplet mixture. This mixture is cooled in the closed loop wind 

tunnel to low temperatures to promote the formation of an ice layer on the substrate’s surface. Ice 

formation is limited to 1 minute only since further time will only result in more ice being deposited 

on the first ice layer already formed. Then the water droplet jet is stopped and the samples are 

removed. The ice will melt at room temperature and compressed air at low pressure is used to 

remove the water from the surface. This icing and melting test is repeated 5 times followed by re-

measuring the water mobility.  If the results are promising (water mobility values are still good) 

another 5 cycles of icing/deicing are performed. If the mobility has been sufficiently degraded the 

substrate will be removed. Table 3-3 represent the test parameters in the icing wind tunnel.  

Table 3-3 Icing Wind Tunnel Parameters: 

      Temperature                    (°C) -10±1 

      Air Speed                        (m/s) 42 

      Liquid Water Content     (g/m³) 0.5 

      Droplet Size                    (µm) 20-30 

Testing Time                  (minute) 1 
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      Total number of cycles 10 

 

 

                                                           (a) 

 

                                                             (b) 

Figure 3-6. Shows the icing wind tunnel a) Schematic and b) Photograph. 

3.7 Coating Characterization 

3.7.1 Cross Section 

After plasma spraying, samples from each batch were characterized and observed using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S-3400N VP). And LEXT OLS4000 a confocal 

laser microscope (Olympus, Toronto, Canada). Selected samples were cut, mounted and polished 

in order to study their cross sections with an optical microscope. Sample sectioning was performed 
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Test Section

Air Flow
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with a high precision cut-off machine Secotom 15 (Struers, Canada) using a specific cutting wheel 

(50A15) which was selected according to the material of the samples; the cutting parameters were 

3500 rpm for the cutting disk and 0.05 m/s feed rate. The cleaned samples were then mounted in 

a room temperature curing resin. The samples were placed in plastic molds and covered with a 

mixture of resin and hardener (15 ml of resin to 2 ml hardener), and were then placed inside in a 

vacuum chamber for 10 minutes at 0.12 bar in order to have a homogeneous impregnation and 

remove air pockets. After the molds were removed from the vacuum chamber they were left to 

cure for 24 hours. A standard polishing process was used in order prepare the surfaces for 

appropriate metallurgical observation at low and high magnification using MD-Plan polishing 

cloths with successively finer diamond pastes of 9, 3, 1 and 0.1 µm.  

3.7.2 Wettability and Water Mobility 

The wettability and water mobility of the prepared surfaces were studied by measuring 

different aspects of contact angle between water droplets and the slippery surface. Firstly, the Static 

Contact Angle (SCA) was studied by measuring the contact angle of a 10 µl droplet of distilled 

water deposited carefully on the slippery surface at room temperature. For each sample, 3 different 

droplets were photographed at different spots on the sample’s surface. In order to analyze the 

images and measure the contact angle, an ImageJ software developed by Stalder et al. was used  

[35][36].  

The Sliding Angle (SA) was measured by putting the sample on a goniometer stage and 

tilting the substrate to a certain angle, then depositing a droplet from a specific height and marking 

the angle at which the droplet started sliding on the surface.  

Furthermore, the Contact Angle Hysteresis (CAH) was measured by slowly increasing the 

volume of a droplet (using a needle) on the oil-infused surface until it reaches the required volume 

to give the Advancing Contact Angle and then subsequently decreasing the droplet volume until it 

reaches its minimum volume to measure the Receding Contact Angle. This process was videoed 

in order to capture the droplet shape.  The difference between advancing and receding contact 

angles was reported as the CAH.  Three videos for each sample were recorded at different places 

on the surface and the average values were reported.   
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3.8 Materials and Instruments 

Substrate Stainless Steel 304 (90 × 12 × 3 mm) 

Grit blasting Fine Alumina Particles (180 grit size) 

Cleaning Materials Isopropyl Alcohol and Acetone 

Powder TiO2 with 500 nm Particle Size (KS-203A/B, TKB 

Trading, US) 

Suspension Ethanol based 

Dispersant Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Alfa Aesar, US) 

Ethylene glycol (E178-4) 

Plasma Gun 3 MB plasma torch (Metco Oerlikon, Westbury, 

NY) 

Surface modification (lowering surface energy) 99.5 g 1-propanol with 0.5 g of stearic acid 

Oil impregnation Instruments: 

 

-Vacuum machine (Citovac, Struers, Canada) 

-Cut-off machine (Secotom 15, Struers, Canada) 

-Polishing machine (Tegramine, Struers, Canada) 

 

Oil impregnation liquids: 

 

-Krytox KS 1220 (6 cSt, Miller–Stephenson, USA)  

-Krytox 143 AB (250 cSt, Miller–Stephenson, USA) 

-Krytox 143 AC (800 cSt, Miller–Stephenson, USA) 

-Silicon oil ( 125 cSt, Sigma-Aldrich, Canada) 

Coating Characterization: -BX53M optical microscopy (Olympus, USA) 

-SEM (Hitachi S-3400N VP) 

- LEXT OLS4000 a confocal laser microscope 

(Olympus, Toronto, Canada) 

 

Finally, the self-healing test was carried out by preserving the samples within a glass 

container (to prevent contamination) for one week, then the droplet mobility was re-measured to 

see if there was any improvement in terms of low Contact Angle Hysteresis (CAH).  

In order to reduce the healing time, after performing the icing/deicing test on some samples, 

heat was applied to the substrate through a hot plate for a certain time and the droplet mobility was 

re-measured and compared to previous data, more details concerning the heat treatment 

(temperature and duration) will be discussed in the result section 
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion 

As previously mentioned, the objective of this thesis is to investigate the development of a 

hierarchical microstructure, which when infused with an oil has certain water mobility properties 

including a low CAH and SA with good durability under harsh conditions. 

4.1 Microstructure 

Figures 4-1 a, b, and c show SEM images of 3 samples coated with 10, 23 and 50 passes 

respectively. The word “pass” represent a full scan of the plasma gun movement in front of the 

sample’s surface. From Figure 4-1 a, it can be seen that the cauliflower-like structure is loosely 

distributed all over the surface, whereas in Figure 4-1 b (23 passes) the micro pillars are starting 

to get larger and less numerous. Finally, the cauliflower-like structures in Figure 4-1 c are fully 

distinguishable and the two scales of roughness on the surface are well observed. The desired 

hierarchical structure has been produced and the micro-clusters are well packed and distributed. 

There is clearly a volume between and within the micro-clusters (“cauliflowers”) that can form the 

required oil-reservoir. Note that this structure has been produced as a result of detailed 

investigation and control of processing parameters e.g. the type of the grit blasting, the plasma gun 

stand-off distance, the plasma power, suspension solid content and plasma gas velocity [16]. 
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                                                                           (a) 

      

                                                              (b) 

      

                                                              (c) 

Figure 4-1. SEM images of 3 samples coated with (a) 10 passes, (b) 23 passes and (c) 50 

passes.  
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Figure 4-2 shows the cross-sections for 2 samples coated with increasing number of passes 

of the plasma gun. The images shows the development and growth of the micro-pillars and the 

thickness of the produced coating for 50 and 75 passes which comprises pillars with heights of 160 

and 275 µm, respectively.  

 

  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 4-2. Cross-sections for TiO2 samples after (a,b) 50 passes and (c,d) 75 passes . 

Confocal laser microscopy allows one to investigate not only the surface of the sample but 

it gives a 3 dimensional map of the surface which can give a representation of the roughness and 

surface features of the coating.  In Figure 4-3 (a,b) two surfaces coated with 50 passes of TiO2 

have been imaged before and after oil-infusion. The images show the difference between the 

coated surface with and without the oil, it’s to confirm that the impregnation process has been 

applied successfully and that the oil filled all the gaps between the micro-pillars. Concerning the 

thickness of oil, it has been discussed in the upcoming paragraphs in Figure 4.10. It is not clear 

however if the oil is also “sucked” into the micro cavities within a particular “cauliflower”.   
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                                                                          (a) 

              

                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4-3. Confocal laser images of a substrate coated with 50 passes of TiO2 shows the coated 

surface (a) before oil impregnation and (b) after oil impregnation . 

 

4.2 Droplet mobility of the surface  

Figure 4-4 shows an example of measuring the CAH, which is the difference between the 

advancing (a) and receding (b) contact angles. All mobility measurements were made in a standard 

manner, using a 10 µl droplet of distilled water at room temperature. Figure 4-4 represents the case 

where the droplet is expanded and contracted on an oil-infused surface. The CAH in this case is 

1.9° and as this is less than 10° the surface can be designated as “slippery”.  Note that three 

measurements were carried out for each sample and the average of the results has been reported. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4-4. Shows two images of a water droplet on an oil-infused surface when the 

water is (a) advancing and (b) receding. The CAH is the difference between the advancing and 

receding contact angles.  

4.2.1 Pre-icing mobility  

After plasma spraying of the TiO2 coating on the substrate’s surface, two approaches could 

be made for oil-impregnation: firstly, the as-sprayed coating which is hydrophilic could be infused 

directly with oil and the surface above the oil will be hydrophobic.  Secondly, the surface could be 

cleaned and a post-treatment with stearic acid could be applied in order to lower the surface energy 

and transform it from a hydrophilic to superhydrophobic surface at which time it could be 

subjected to the oil impregnation process. Some researchers [12] have shown that water mobility 

results can be improved by transforming the surface from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic. From 

that point of view, the author was inspired to apply both cases and compare the results and continue 

the research with the method that shows the lowest CAH. Table 4-1 represent the types of the 

surface before oil-impregnation, non-treated, treated surface and finally after oil impregnation: 

Table 4-1. Types of the surfaces: 

Types of Treatment Resulting Surface 

TiO2 Coating+ Cleaning + No Oil Hydrophilic 
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TiO2 Coating+ Cleaning + Oil Hydrophobic 

TiO2 Coating+ Cleaning + Stearic Acid Superhydrophobic 

TiO2 Coating+ Cleaning + Stearic Acid + Oil Hydrophobic + very low Mobility 

 

 

   

4.2.1.1 Water Mobility on a hydrophobic surface  

Table 4-2 represents the water mobility results after oil-impregnation of the as-sprayed 

hydrophobic surface including SCA, CAH (mean and standard deviation) and SA. The mobility 

has been measured for two different thicknesses: Thin and Medium, which refer to the height of 

the micro-pillars, 70 and 160 µm, respectively.  Four different oils with distinct viscosities were 

also investigated. The results were collected after 2 and 48 hours of oil-impregnation in order to 

see if a longer time allows more penetration of the oil into the micro-pockets.  

Table 4-2. Mobility results of a hydrophobic surface: 

Oil viscosity 

(cSt) 

Infusion time 

(h) 

Coating 

Thickness 

SCA 

(°) 

CAH 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

6 2 Thin 125±3 NA NA 

6 48 Thin 139±5 NA NA 

6 2 Medium 122±3 NA NA 

6 48 Medium 141±4 NA NA 

125 2 Thin 71±2 5±3 11 

125 48 Thin 82±3 28±5 >20 

125 2 Medium 90±1 4±2 8 

125 48 Medium 85±3 29±3 >20 

250 2 Thin 109±3 14±5 18 

250 48 Thin 112±4 16±6 >20 

250 2 Medium 102±1 6±1 9 
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250 48 Medium 109±1 11±3 12 

800 2 Thin 106±2 14±3 19 

800 48 Thin 117±4 47±7 >20 

800 2 Medium 107±2 18±1 12 

800 48 Medium 121±2 38±3 >20 

 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Changes in CAH of different coatings with different oil viscosities per 

exposure time on a hydrophobic surface. 

In Table 4-2, the CAH for the low viscosity oil (6 cSt) is listed as Not Applicable (NA) 

because the oil with a very low viscosity did not behave well with the ceramic coating. Even with 

the hierarchical structure, the oil did not remain in place once the substrate was tilted.  The oil 

drained from the surface and pores. Also the oil with high viscosity (800 cSt) had a decrease in 

mobility after 48 hours of impregnation. The oil did not stay on the surface: it stayed inside the 

micro pockets. From Figure 4-5 we can conclude that the two medium viscosity oils (125 and 250 

cSt) give promising results after 2 and 48 hours. In other words, the last mentioned oils were able 

to remain in the micro-pockets and not drained from the surface; that is why they were selected 
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for further testing. To summarize, 6 and 800 cSt oils did not show low mobility results because 

they did not behave well with the ceramic coating, for the very low viscosity oil, it slipped from 

the surface and for the highest one it remained in the micro pores due to high viscosity. Back to 

the medium viscosity oils (125 and 250 cSt) they showed good results in terms of low mobility 

after 2 and 48 hours of oil impregnation, both of them were able to penetrate to the micro pores 

and be retrieved to the surface once again when needed. Due to that reason we continued the 

research with the 125 and 250 cSt oil. 

 

4.2.1.2 Water Mobility on a superhydrophobic surface 

Table 4-3 represents the data collected from 3 samples; Thin, Medium and Thick (70, 

160 and 270 µm thick coating, respectively). A thicker coating was introduced as it was thought 

that by increasing the height of the micro-pillars more oil could be stored in the micro-pockets 

which will be easier to retrieve to the slippery surface properties over a longer period. The as-

sprayed coatings were cleaned and treated as described in Section 3.5 to produce the 

superhydrophobic surfaces After being impregnated with one of the two oils with middle viscosity 

(125, 250 cSt) water mobility results were measured as previously described. 

Table 4-3 Water mobility results of a superhydrophobic surface 

Oil viscosity 

(cSt) 

Infusion 

time (hours) 

Coating 

Thickness 

SCA 

(°) 

CAH 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

125 2 Thin 93±0.5 6±1.5 11 

125 48 Thin 117±1 18±2 15 

125 2 Medium 90±0.5 5±0.5 11 

125 48 Medium 113±1.5 6±1.5 12 

125 2 Thick 86±1 5±1.5 19 

125 48 Thick 91±3 8±2 >20 

250 2 Thin 107±0.5 6±1 10 

250 48 Thin 95±1 7±1 12 

250 2 Medium 109±0.5 4±1 8 
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250 48 Medium 90±3.5 5±1.5 9 

250 2 Thick 103±1 11±2 19 

250 48 Thick 120±3 13±4 >20 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Change in CAH of different coatings with different oil viscosities per 

exposure time on a superhydrophobic surface. 

The results in Table 4.3 show that for all cases, the CAH increases on the oil-infused 

samples when measured after 48 hours compared to 2 hours after impregnation. This change is 

most dramatic for the thin coating with the 125 cSt viscosity oil, which indicates that this 

combination cannot maintain a good droplet mobility. The thin coating with 70 µm thickness did 

not succeed in creating the required micro-pocket volume to preserve the oil. Figure 4-7 shows the 

gaps between the pillars. Note that, the first mobility measurements (mobility of a hydrophobic 

surface) were to identify which types of oils behave better with the ceramics according to certain 

coating thickness, while the second test of mobility measurements (mobility of of a 

superhydrophobic surface) were to identify which coating thickness behave better and keep the oil 

for 48 hours without a huge variance in the mobility results. 
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Furthermore, comparing the results for the CAH between hydrophobic and 

superhydrophobic surface, Figure 4-8 shows that the CAH values dropped to an angle of about 5° 

in the case of the superhydrophobic (stearic acid + oil) surfaces both at 2 and 48 hours whereas the 

oil-only surface showed these CAH values after 2 hours but after 48 hours the values deteriorated 

significantly. It can be seen that the presence of stearic acid (Superhydrophobic surface) gives 

consistent results in terms of low CAH compared to a (Hydrophobic surface) with a long 

impregnation time.  In other words, creating a slippery surface with low mobility measurements 

can be achieved by applying the oil impregnation process on a superhydrophobic surface  

 

 

Figure 4-7 Cross section of the Thin TiO2 coating (70 µm thickness) showing the narrow 

gaps between the pillars. 
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of the observed mobility on the medium coating (160 µm thick) 

with (Superhydrophobic) and without (Hydrophobic) stearic acid treatment after impregnation 

with the 125 and 250 cSt oils. 

4.2.2 Icing wind tunnel tests  

After reviewing the data from samples with different thicknesses it was concluded that the 

best combination is a coating thickness of 160 µm thickness (Medium with 50 passes) with either 

the 125 or 250 cSt viscosity oil as this gives good results in terms of keeping a low CAH and also 

of creating the needed oil-reservoir. Going forward, these combinations were used for testing in 

repeated icing cycles in the icing wind tunnel  in order to study the behavior of the oil-infused 

surfaces in such conditions. 

Table 4-4 and Figure 4-9 represent the data for samples with medium thickness (50 passes) 

tested in Concordia’s Icing Wind Tunnel (IWT) at the maximum power (air velocity 43 m/s and 

temperature -10 ±1°C). The measurements were carried out before the icing test (reference point) 

and after 5 and 10 cycles of icing-deicing. Note that only 2 types of oils were used (silicone oil 

with 125 cSt and Krytox fluorinated oil with 250 cSt). Table 4-3 shows that before icing tests 

begin, both oils behave well in terms of low CAH but after 5 cycles for the silicone oil (125 cSt) 

infused coating, the CAH had increased significantly to more than 20°, and after 10 cycles it was 

45°. On the other hand, Krytox oil (250 cSt viscosity) maintained a CAH below 10° after 5 cycles, 
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but after 10 cycles it had increased to 27°. Due to these findings, the Krytox oil with 250 cSt was 

used for the next step of experiments. The increased CAH observed after a number of icing/deicing 

tests (Figure 4-9) is likely due to the gradual removal of the oil at the top surface of the TiO2 pillars 

in each icing/deicing test. This aspect will be further investigated in the following section. 

Table 4-4 Mobility results after icing cycles: 

Oil 

viscosity 

(cSt) 

Time 

(cycles) 

SCA 

(°) 

CAH 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

125 Before 

icing 

93±3 2±0.5 8 

125 5 97±3.5 24±5 >20 

125 10 103±5 45±5.5 >20 

250 Before 

icing 

112±4 4±1 8 

250 5 119±5 7±1.5 12 

250 10 129±5.5 27±3 >20 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Change in CAH of different coatings with different oil viscosities per 

exposure time for the icing-deicing test. 

To conclude, in the case of a superhydrophobic surface (treated surface) longer exposure 

time to icing leads to decrease of the oil’s height allowing the exposure of the stearic acid layer 
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that remains on the micro-pillars. In other words, if the oil layer is removed, a stearic acid layer 

will be revealed to the surface preventing the water droplet from sticking to the surface (lower 

CAH). While in the case of a hydrophobic case (non stearic-treated surface) when the oil decreases 

it will expose the micro pillars that are already hydrophilic and the water droplet will stick to the 

surface, meaning the mobility will decrease (higher CAH). 

 

4.2.3 Self-healing of the oil-infused coating 

If the increasing CAH is due to the oil removal as mentioned above, it should be possible 

to recover low CAH if one permits the oil to recoat the pillar tops. The oil can flow back to the top 

of the pillars due to the capillarity force and its relatively low viscosity. This is the object of this 

section. 

4.2.3.1 Without a heat source 

After completing the icing/deicing test for 10 cycles, the samples were kept in a sealed 

glass container for 1 week at room temperature then the mobility test was repeated to study if there 

was a change in wetting behavior after a “rest” period. From the values given in Table 4-5, the 

contact angle hysteresis CAH dropped back to around 7° which is similar to the value after 5 cycles 

of icing/deicing. The reason behind this “self-healing feature” is presumed to be the action of 

capillary forces that succeed in redistributing oil from between or within the micro-pillars to the 

surface regions and thus reduce the CAH values and improve the water mobility. 

 

Table 4-5 Water mobility results presenting the self-healing feature:  

Time Thickness 

(µm) 

SCA 

(°) 

CAH 

(°) 

SA 

(°) 

Before 

icing 

160 112±4 4±1 12 

After 5 

cycles 

160 119±5 7±1.5 8 

After 10 

cycles 

160 129±5.5 27±3 >20 
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1 week 160 121±6 7±3.8 18 

 

4.2.3.2 With a heat source 

In an attempt to reduce the healing time from 1 week or more, the impregnated sample was 

heated for a short time. Thus, after the oil impregnation process was performed on a sample with 

a superhydrophobic surface followed by 10 cycles of icing/deicing, the sample was exposed to a 

heat source using a hot plate for 10 minutes at 100±5°C. The results can be seen in Table 4-6. The 

table shows that the static contact angle has increased to152° which is significantly higher than it 

was before the icing test (103°), this increasing is probably due to accelerating the chemical 

reaction between the oil, stearic acid and air interfaces. The CAH has decreased back to 

approximately the same value as after the first 5 icing cycles. After heating the sample, it appears 

that it is possible to redistribute the oil from in-between the micro pillars to the surface by lowering 

the oil’s viscosity without burning the oil. The Krytox oil (143 AB) can withstand a temperature 

range of -40 to 232 ºC without significant degradation. 

   

Table 4-6 Mobility results after heating the iced/de-iced oil-infused surface. 

Time Thickness 

Type 

SCA CAH SA 

Before 

Icing 

Medium 103±2 3±1 13 

After 5 

cycles 

Medium 116±2 12.5±1 >20 

After 10 

cycles 

Medium 126±3 21.7±3 >20 

Heating Medium 152±3 13.6±3 19 

 

The following images from the confocal laser microscope show the changes in surface 

composition/appearance of the samples before (Figure. 4-10 a) and after oil impregnation (Figure. 

4-10 b) and also after the icing cycles (Figure. 4-10 c) and finally after the heating process (Figure. 

4-10 d). 
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 Figure 4-10 a shows the hierarchical structure, in other words, the base coating layer and 

the micro pillars without any oil can be observed, moving on to Figure 4-10 b it shows the sample 

after impregnating it with the Krytox (250 cSt.) oil for 10 minutes. The oil is clearly visible on the 

surface as large rivulets and smaller half-rings (C-shapes). Furthermore, Figure 4-10 c shows the 

sample after 10 icing/deicing cycles in the IWT at the maximum power (air velocity= 42 m/sec) at 

-10±1°C. It is apparent from the Figure 4-10 c that much of the oil at the surface has been removed. 

It is unclear how much oil still remains. The image after icing/deicing in Figure 4-10 c are very 

similar to the images before oil-infusion. However, the wetting results after the “healing” treatment 

and the images in Figure 4-10 d clearly indicate that oil has been brought back to the surface. This 

oil must have been at the bottom of the micro-pillar pockets or inside the porous “cauliflower” 

structures, or both places, after the icing/deicing cycles in order for it to have been brought back 

to the surface during the healing treatment. Note that, Figure 4-10 d represents the substrate surface 

after heating it at 100°C±5°C for 10 minutes and it can be seen that some oil is returning to the 

surface. In other words, heating the substrate and oil has increased the speed of the “self-healing” 

process and the “healing” time has been reduced from 1 week at 25°C to 10 minutes at 100°C. 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 4-10 images from the confocal laser microscope, show the changes in surface 

composition/appearance of the samples before (Figure 4-10 a) and after oil impregnation (Figure 

4-10 b) and also after the icing cycles (Fig 4-10 c) and finally after the heating process (Figure 4-

10 d). 

 

 

The measurement of the oil thickness has been determined by the confocal laser 

microscopy, the software has a feature that allows one to choose different spots on the sample’s 

surface and measure the distance in between (e.g. create a triangle by defining three points on the 

surface and the software will calculate the length of the sides) Table 4-7 shows the oil’s thickness 

results after each process. The reason behind measuring the oil’s thickness is to identify the 

changes that happens after each step (before impregnation, after 2 hrs, after icing test, after heating) 

and if after the heating process we were able to increase the thickness of the oil layer it means we 

were able to retrieve the oil to the surface. Furthermore, heating the sample can decrease the 

waiting time to retrieve the oil from the micro-pillars from a matter of days to a matter of minutes 

(a faster self-healing feature). Finally, for the future work, having a porous coating as a first layer 

then develop the hierarchical structure on top of that porous layer can allows one to increase the 

oil reservoir capacity and having more oil kept hidden away from the harsh conditions on the 

surface (e.g. icing cycles). 
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Table 4-7 Shows the oil thickness results for each process: 

 

Before oil 

impregnation 

(µm) 

After 2 hours 

(µm) 

After 10 cycles 

of icing/deicing 

(µm) 

After heating 

for 10 minutes 

(µm) 

0 150 24 40 
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Chapter 5. Summary and Conclusions 

In this work, an experimental study was performed to investigate how a porous, oil-

impregnated ceramic coating can affect the mobility of water droplets on its surface and, more 

specifically, how can the coating microstructure be tailored to create an efficient and durable 

“slippery surface” (SLIPS) after oil impregnation.  

Porous TiO2 coatings which had a hierarchal structure at the micro- and nano-scales were 

produced with a range of thicknesses by varying the number of plasma torch passes by suspension 

plasma spraying. The coatings comprised pillars of approximately 20-360 µm in height. The 

hierarchical structure was produced after the initial grit blasting with fine particles. The micro-

pores produced between the pillars play a significant role in acting as a reservoir for the oil and 

allowing for some redistribution after icing. After plasma spraying, a treatment for lowering the 

surface energy by using stearic acid played a key role in maintaining a low CAH and SA. 

Low contact angle hysteresis [CAH <10°] was achieved by using a Krytox oil with a 

viscosity of 250 cSt for the surface impregnation. The icing/deicing tests of the infused samples 

were studied and the results showed that samples infused with 250 cSt oil maintained a CAH of 

less than 10° for at least 5 icing/deicing cycles.  It was also shown that these samples demonstrate 

a “self-healing” capability that can occur over time (1 week at room temperature) or be accelerated 

by the use of elevated temperatures (100°C) for shorter times (10 minutes). The reason behind the 

recovery of the slippery surface is due to rewetting the surface with oil from the micro-pockets 

due to the action of capillary forces. 

For future work, different types of material can be used as the substrate instead of stainless 

steel. Improving the cooling system of the substrate holder in order to maintain the substrate’s 

temperature will be required in this regard as uncontrolled substrate temperature can lead to coating 

delamination. 

Furthermore, creating a larger oil reservoir beneath the coating surface can lead to 

preserving the oil for a longer period of time after the icing de-icing cycles. This can be applied 
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by having a very porous coating as a first coating layer then creating on top of it the two-level 

hierarchical structure. 

Optimizing the oil characteristics for de-icing application is a key role to having good 

wettability of oil on the ceramic coating and by adding the stearic acid to lower the surface energy 

we can maximize the self-recovery behavior. 

Finally, producing a regular substrate surface micro-morphology with laser patterning is a 

very promising technique and can be used as an alternative to grit blasting. This may help with 

producing more uniform and controllable micro-pillars.  Finally, performing icing tests at higher 

wind speeds in the icing wind tunnel would be more representative of real aircraft icing conditions. 
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